
Architectural Design Project Rubric 

  4 = Excellent 3 = Good 2 = Approaching 1 = Minimally Evident 0 = Not present 

1-  Cover Page  -Had correctly formatted title block present 
-Contained South Elevation  
-Contained Table of Contents   

     

2- Presentation Floor Plan -Doors and windows present 
-Rooms Labeled with General Dimensions 
-Blocks used created a clear understanding of layout 
-Wall cavities hatched 

     
 

3- Roof Plan -Roof plan worked with floor plan design and elevations 
-Proper drainage was possible 

     

4- Framing Plan -Dimensions provided were in architectural format 
-Dimensions provided all necessary information to construct   

     

5- Door & Window Map -Floorplan without dimensions or blocks was provided 
-Door schedule and window schedule provided 
-Tags used appropriately, placed neatly, & relate to schedules 

     

6- South Elevation -Door and window blocks used throughout 
-Hatch patterns were correctly scaled 
-Material selections were realistic and appropriate 
-Architectural elements correct(soffit, corners, fascia,etc) 

     

7- East Elevation -Door and window blocks used throughout 
-Hatch patterns were correctly scaled 
-Material selections were realistic and appropriate 
-Architectural elements correct(soffit, corners, fascia,etc) 

     

8- North Elevation -Door and window blocks used throughout 
-Hatch patterns were correctly scaled 
-Material selections were realistic and appropriate 
-Architectural elements correct(soffit, corners, fascia,etc) 

     

9- West Elevation -Door and window blocks used throughout 
-Hatch patterns were correctly scaled 
-Material selections were realistic and appropriate 
-Architectural elements correct(soffit, corners, fascia,etc) 

     

10- Landscape Plan -Hardscape was functional and demonstrated thoughtfulness in aesthetics      
11- Door & Window 
Schedule 

-Tags were used correctly 
-Contained all necessary information 

     

   8 = Excellent 6 = Good 4 = Approaching 2 = Minimally Evident 0 = Not present 
A. Form -Structure was attractive in exterior layout and  

-Provided harmony in relationships between public and private spaces 
-Provided harmony in relationships between interior and exterior spaces 

     

B . Flow/Function -Architect provided a structure that one could move through sensibly and where all spaces 
were utilized properly 
-Provided spaces met the need(s) of the client as discussed in the pre-design meeting 

     

  16 = Excellent 12 = Good 8 = Approaching 4 = Minimally Evident 0 = Not present 

C- Effort -Architect maximized use of time 
-Architect utilized constructive criticism to inform plan changes 
-Architect demonstrated attention to detail and thoughtfulness in design 

     

 

      Final Score_______    Earned Points________/68 


